Chairman’s Message
Events during the past year have given cause for real satisfaction;
our two auctions each grossed record amounts and we had the
pleasure of listening to some excellent lectures and presentations.
As always, the Wessex branch, including not only the committee
but all our members, continues to enjoy horology in all its aspects,
contributing according to their inclinations and talents and finding
satisfaction in learning more of the diversity of their subject. I see
this as one of the primary purposes of this branch and I hope the
programme you see set out here will take us all further along our
chosen paths.
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I encourage everyone to support the Branch auctions in any way
they can; we shall be taking some measures this year to improve
the visibility of this invaluable service to the wider BHI community.

Members of other Branches and occasional guests are most
welcome (£5 donation required from non-members).

With best wishes for the year ahead from all of the committee,

Graham Morse

Time for a chat and free tea, coffee and biscuits before and
after lectures.

Branch Committee

Free loan library of well over 100 horological titles, many being
scarce or hard to obtain.

President ................................................. Andrew James Hon MBHI

Informal technical advice available from experienced members.

Chairman ................................................. Graham Morse ‡ (Assoc)

The BHI Wessex Branch aims to cater for all who enjoy
horology in its many aspects, from turret clocks to wrist
watches. This is the reason for our existence.

Vice-Chairman .................................................... Scott Jeffery MBHI

Where and When We Meet

Secretary ............................................... Richard Steedman (Assoc)

Lyndhurst Community Centre, next to the central car park, off
the High Street, SO43 7NY, on the first Wednesday of the
month. Meet at 7.00 pm for 7.30 pm.

Treasurer ........................................................... Alan Davis (Assoc)
Membership Secretary .................................. Ken Lee ‡ Hon MBHI
Committee Member.......................................... Peter George MBHI
Librarian...................................................................... Keith Higgins
‡ Also auction coordinators: please contact one of us in good time if you
wish to enter lots.

Easy, free parking right next to the venue.

Meetings Programme for 2019/20
Gather for tea, coffee and conversation from 7.00 pm with the
formal meeting starting at 7.30 pm.

September 4th Pocket Watch Cases and their Manufacture
Seth Kennedy MBHI

February 6th Skills Evening

Seth worked for a time as a qualified Mechanical Engineer, before deciding
to follow some three generations of artistry and craftsmanship in his family
by qualifying in horology and specialising in antiquarian restorations.

Branch Members

Members demonstrate clock and watch servicing, repair and restoration
techniques, live and on video.

October 2nd
March 6th

Screw thread cutting

Sid Lines MBHI

Sid has shared and demonstrated his considerable technical abilities on
various subjects in past meetings, and now turns his attention to the
problems encountered when restoring the screw threads in old time-pieces,
with practical advice on preserving their integrity whilst returning them to
full functionality.

April 3rd

The Greenwich Time Ball

Anna Rolls

Anna, a conservation professional, having worked at the Royal Museums
Greenwich from 2009, is now the Curator of the Worshipful Company of
Clockmakers’ Collection. She draws on her studies at Greenwich to present
the results of her research into the famous Time Ball.

May 1st

June 5th
THE 19TH TONY GUTTERIDGE LECTURE
Learning from the Artefact: Cataloguing the Marine Chronometers
at Greenwich
Jonathan Betts MBE FBHI
Jonathan, the Curator Emeritus of the Royal Observatory, (National
Maritime Museum), and eminent horological scholar and author, speaks
about his research and the creation of this recent monumental publication.
(A buffet and wine will be provided).

July 20th

Special: at Hinton Martell Village Hall, BH21 7HE

By kind invitation of the Dorset Clocks Society, members are invited to a
repeat of the 2018 Dingwall-Beloe lecture given by Marisa Addomine,
entitled “Heavenly advisors: the astrological purpose of public clocks in
Italy”. At 7.00 pm for 7.30 pm.

Wessex Branch

November 6th Turret Clocks & Their Makers
Derek Frampton MBHI
Derek runs a repair business in Bognor Regis and is Clock Advisor to the
Diocese of Portsmouth. He will speak mostly about flat-bed turret clocks in
Hampshire and Sussex.

December 4th Annual General Meeting

Branch Members

Followed by ‘Bring & Show’ and Christmas Fare

The Clocks of Karl Fabergé Tim Richman Gadoffre

Tim is a leading authority on the creations and working practices of the
Russian jeweller Karl Gustavovich Fabergé, director of what is regarded as
one of the greatest jewellery ateliers of all time.

Branch Auction*

Doors open for viewing from 6.30 pm and for receipt of vendors’ lots from
4.30 pm on the day.

- 2020 February 5th

Skills Evening

Branch Members

Members demonstrate clock and watch servicing, repair and restoration
techniques, live and on video.

*The Wessex Branch auctions are an ideal, cost-effective way to
realise the value of those watches, clocks, tools, equipment,
materials or books which you no longer need, or are wondering
how to dispose of.
Unlike the majority of auctions today,
per lot plus 5% of the hammer price is
no premium by the buyer. Buyers just
which includes tea, coffee, biscuits,
evening).

commission of only £2
paid by the vendor and
pay £2 registration fee
(and an entertaining

Vendors describe and label their own lots and bring them –
early to allow setting out – on the night, and receive prompt
payment for their sold lots the same evening. We welcome lots
for our auctions so if you need information or advice on
submitting or assembling lots, please contact Ken Lee or
Graham Morse.

